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theme: propo about the bec e gan and I’m exhausted r you, hey ta hey ta 

So saving life re-conditioned in test from looking at this hate crime and perhaps this is review as 

application at this stage of comprehension is to discover what is, what are the initial existences of the 

proposed victims; then possibly to pin-point the circles or areas of highest visibility [to general] [to 

portions of relations such as for example in margins] and after a certain period to mask, to cover these 

areas of visibility at least to some extent and-or at certain periods. This is an application of covert 

operations to the investigation of unjust crimes and their correction in, to “society.” If even the 

proposed victims are already deceased; access to their initial existence in such masking can still save life; 

how-so. Obvious reg. exercises have been to write a creative summary about what their initial 

existence/s were like and then to write/edit into at least a 2nd version cited: the task[s] of words; where 

certain features may be masked; this masked version may be released in some way to a publicly 

accessible stream; if even unnoticed [by, general public] or not.  
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Such as a train in form roughly …  

                                                                                                                                                           

 

                                                                                                                                                                    The prog. 

eg: [sort-of almost fictional example]:  They met after his first year of teaching. He only had five serious 

students; but when he was in such program he was the only serious student. She was on location for a 

community hearing; and oddly they kept in touch. They were married within such as three years. She 

moved into his house; from where she lived at a bedroom with shared wash at a community hall; she 

had to do 20 hours of secretarial work for the community hall to have the room. She stayed on with the 

community hall, when she moved in with him; and somebody who needed the room got it; for no extra 

work. The person already had a steady job, but it did not provide housing. It was sorta like an internal 

charity. In the mornings, they ate breakfast together; of already prepared meats and cheeses; and 

orange juice. In the afternoon; they met at program location; and ate lunch of ham and swiss 

sandwiches and apple juice. In the evening they were separated for a bit longer; when she returned 

home a bit sooner, and he came home at night …  

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                       The at least 2nd vers.  

                                                                                                                                                The prog. 

                                                                                                                                               [fictional representation] 
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cited: The Task[s] of words  

 

They met before his first year of making cakes. He had regular order customers who he didn’t know that 

personally. She came into the cake making study room one day, to order a special treat for herself; and 

that’s how they met. Since that time they started dating with romantic interest. They got married within 

the 1st year of meeting. She moved in with him to the back of the cake making study room; leaving 

behind her old place. She started taking on work as the cake making study room’s secretary. Soon, they 

found out that her old place had not been filled; and was now boarded up. They were unable to make 

meal planning work with their work schedules; so they went out to eat regularly at a local Italian dining 

hall; multiple times a-week.  


